INTRODUCTION
Kȋȋtharaka is a Bantu language basically spoken by the Atharaka people in Tharaka South and North Sub-counties in Tharaka Nithi County of Kenya. It is also spoken by a section of people who live across Tana river in Kitui and part of Mwingi county. In the classification system of Guthrie (1967) the language is classified as part of zone E group thus coded E54. It belongs to the Bantu sub-group of the Niger-Kordofanian language group. Bantu languages are part of the largest African language family: Niger-Congo.
In this paper, we have found it necessary to first review some background information related to order of modifiers in general and also in Bantu. We have then analysed the typology of Kȋȋtharaka DP modification by looking at how the positions occupied by various elements that constitute the DP. The information has been presented stepwise from addition of one modifier to the next until all possible modifiers have been covered. We have also employed diagrammatic illustrations to demonstrate the principle of movement that Kȋȋtharaka employs to drive its neutral order from the underlying structure proposed by Cinque (2005) . Lastly, we have taken a close look at order of modifiers in other Bantu languages so as to put Kȋȋtharaka into the right typological context vis-à-vis other Bantu languages.
Additionally, Van de Velde (2007) observes that languages which exhibit basic word order allow to different extents pragmatically motivated deviation from the basic order. He, however, observes that Bantu languages are exceptional because they exhibit a lot of freedom in mutual ordering of postmodifiers. 3 This freedom should not, however, be construed to mean there are no restrictions on the word order in the given languages. Rugemalira (2007) Rugemalira 's analysis to a greater extent captures the prevailing typological characteristics across many Bantu languages. However, as we will demonstrate later using Kȋȋtharaka data, the framework may not be used as a blueprint to explain order of modifiers across all Bantu languages because of idiosyncratic differences of the Bantu languages. One such idiosyncratic feature in Kȋȋtharaka is the existence of two forms of associative construction in the language; the ordinal association and the possessive association. Using Kȋȋtharaka we will show that these forms of associative construction can actually co-occur in the DP and when they do, they take different positions in the modifier spectrum. This has not been accounted for in Rugemalira's (ibid) framework. The other issue that has been queried is the pre-determiner position, which has been shown not to exist in a number of Bantu languages (cf. Lusekelo, 2009 ; Van de Velde, 2007) .
The existing literature, therefore, proves that there is a variation of how individual Bantu languages order elements within the DP, making it necessary to study individual Bantu Languages, Kȋȋtharaka included.
KȊȊTHARAKA AND THE UNDERLYING STRUCTURE
The order of various elements in a determiner phrase may be similar or differ from one language to another, according to idiosyncratic features of various languages of the world (Sulemana, 2012) . Furthermore, borrowing from Cinque (2005), we observe that Kîîtharaka underlies the order DEM-NUM-ADJ-N. Notably, this underlying structure has a pre-nominal order of modifiers. To achieve its post-nominal order of modifiers, Kîîtharaka NP moves from the underlying position to the left-most position in the DP. Using a DP structure with the noun only, we can illustrate the NP movement as follows:
Structure (1) illustrates the NP Mwarimû (teacher) moving from the underlying position through specifier position of agreement phrases to the specifier position of DP to achieve the correct word order in Kîîtharaka.
KȊȊTHARAKA ORDER OF MODIFIERS
Kȋȋtharaka DP structure may range from a minimum of one element, to a string of several elements. When the DP is made of a demonstrative and the noun, normally, the noun precedes the demonstrative, achieving the order N>Dem. In this, Kȋȋtharaka agrees with many other Bantu languages like Kikuyu (E51), Ruguru (G35), Nyakyusa (M31) and many others. This is illustrated in example 2:
(2) a) Mȗ-thaka ȗ-ȗra
Other structures are also possible. For instance, it is possible for a demonstrative to precede the noun in the context of creative use of language to achieve a dramatic effect through emphasis. In this case, the demonstrative is given focus as illustrated in (3):
There are two possibilities responsible for achievement of structure (3) . Either the noun abstains from moving from the underlying position, or the demonstrative pied-pies past the noun. 6 We however, need to get it clear here that the demonstrative coming before the noun is not typical, but for the reason we have given earlier. Van de Velde (2007) cites other languages like Bankon (A42), Nkore (J13), Bemba (M42) and many more others that allow the demonstrative to precede the noun to achieve emphasis.
In a DP with the noun, demonstrative and possessive the neutral order is N>DEM>POSS. This is illustrated as follows: (4) a) Ka-ana ka-ara ga-kwa 12-Child 12-that 12-mine 'That child of mine' b) Mw-arimû û-ûra gw-etû 1-teacher 1-that 1-ours 'That teacher of ours' Just like in the case of the demonstrative, it is possible to give focus to the possessive, so that it precedes the noun in the structure. Similarly, the resultant structure is not also typical, but acceptable incases of emphasis.
The quantifier typically follows the possessive, to achieve the order N>DEM>POSS>QUA, as exemplified in 5: Exceptionally, a distributive quantifier takes a pre-nominal position, as illustrated in structure 6:
(6) Kîra mûrutwa Each/every student 'Each/every student'
The quantifier is a special word class because it houses different sub-classes such as definite and indefinite quantifiers, ordinal and cardinal numbers. Indeed the complexity associated with Bantu quantifiers is well captured by Zerbian & Krifka (2008) who observe that Bantu languages manifest a range of nominal modification with quantitative interpretation. In some structures, more than one sub-category may be present. It's important, therefore, to pay some more attention the syntax of quantifiers. Being a functional category, the quantifier projects its own phrase between D and N. In a structure with a possessive and a quantifier for instance, the possessive takes the position of D. In this case, it serves as a determiner. The quantifier phrase serves as the complement of the determiner phrase. The noun specifies the entire DP, as illustrated in structure 7:
Notably, NP in the above structure undergoes movement. It moves from the underlying position, through the specifier positions of QP, AGRP and occupies the specifier position of DP to achieve the correct order of modifiers in Kȋȋtharaka, thus, antû bakwa bonthe. This movement is motivated by the need to check agreement features. Shlonsky (1991) , while analyzing floating quantifiers in Hebrew language, observes that the DP (NP in our structure), initially generated as a complement of the quantifier, is moved leftwards to the specifier position of QP, then to a position higher up in the structure, leaving behind the quantifier.
It is worth noting, however, that quantifiers can serve two syntactic roles: as modifiers or as heads of noun phrases (Coene and D'hulst, 2002) . For the quantifier to serve as the head of the NP (DP in this paper), it must not be preceded by any other modifier. On the other hand, a quantifier functioning as a modifier is preceded by another/other modifiers in the structure.
We can, therefore, observe that in Kȋȋtharaka DP, a quantifier that is not preceded by any other modifier does not project a quantifier phrase. It rather takes the position of D in the structure, therefore, functioning as the head of the phrase. Such a structure is illustrated in illustration 8: In Structure 7, the quantifier baonthe (which is pronounced as bonthe) is generated at Q. Since D, a strong head position is unoccupied; it moves through the principle of greed and occupies the vacant position. The noun also moves through the specifier positions of various functional projections and lands at the specifier position of DP where it checks number feature.
We have since, observed that quantifiers exist in terms of cardinal numbers, ordinal numbers and indefinite quantifiers like the one we have illustrated in Structure (7). Additionally, in Kȋȋtharaka, it is possible to have a structure with the three categories of quantifiers. Such a structure is illustrated in 9:
(8) a) A-ntû ba-ara ba-akwa ba-onthe ba-thatȗ ba mbere 2-People 2-those 2-mine 2-all 2-three 2-of first 'All those first three people of mine'
Order of Modifiers in Kîîtharaka Determiner Phrase
Structure 9(b) illustrates how a series of Kȋȋtharaka quantifiers are projected within the DP. The indefinite quantifier baonthe (all) is projected in QP1, higher in the structure than the others. It is followed by the cardinal number bathatû (three), projected in QP2 and lastly, the ordinal number ba mbere (first) in QP3 which is another form of quantifier.
It is worth noting that in between each of the functional projections in Structure 9(b), there is an agreement phrase that licenses agreement as indicated in the sentential structure in 9(a). We have avoided projecting them herein because the concept has already been demonstrated in structure 8.
As with the modifiers we have already looked at, the quantifier can, for purposes of emphasis, appear before the possessive. Let us study the following examples: (9) a) A-ntȗ ba-kwa ba-thatȗ ba-kȗ-buutwa.
10-people 10-mine 10-three 10-Inf-sack. In the DP structure in 10 (a), the quantifier bathatû appears as the third element. In (b), however, it appears between the possessive baakwa and the noun antû.
The ordinal typically follows the quantifier, achieving the order, N>DEM>POSS>QUA> ORD.ASS 7 . This is illustrated as follows: (10) The structures in illustration (12) show other possible positions of the ordinal ba mbere other than the neutral one. In (a), the ordinal, having received focus, has moved leftwards past the quantifier baîri. In (b), the same ordinal moves past the quantifier and the possessive baakwa. At this position, it is more emphatic than both the possessive and the quantifier. We, however, need to underscore that the ordinal association preceding the quantifier is not natural for Kȋȋtharaka.
When an adjective is introduced, it typically occupies the position after the ordinal. The resultant order is, thus, N>DEM>POSS>QUA>ORD.ASS> ADJ. If the ordinal is absent, the adjective follows the quantifier, as illustrated in example 13:
(12) a) Ka-ana ka-ara ga-akwa ka-nini 12-child 12-that 12-me 12-small 'that small child of mine' b) N-kaarȋ ȋ-ȋra ya-akwa n-tuune 9-Car 9-that 9-me 9-red 'that red car of mine'
There are two ways of handling adjectives in the DP structure. They can be treated as being hosted by various functional projections between D and N. This argument is supported by Cinque (1990 Cinque ( , 1993 and Crisma (1990 Crisma ( , 1993 . On the other hand, Bernstern (1993) and Radford (2004) treat adjectives as phrasal adjuncts adjoined to NP. When treated this way, they do not interfere with movements within the DP, especially overt noun raising, a parameter common in languages that exhibit post nominal adjectives (Rizzi, 1990) . Kîîtharaka exhibits post-nominal adjectives, thus occasioning NP movement. We, therefore, treat adjectives as phrasal adjuncts so as not to interfere with NP movement. Illustration 14 shows the structure of a DP with a single adjective:
In Structure 14(b), the adjective thongi is base generated as an adjunct to NP Mwarȋ. The NP then moves through the specifier positions checking agreement features and lands at the specifier position of DP as usual. The agreement marker mû, being a head moves to occupy the vacant D position. It is possible to have a string of several such adjectives adjoined to the NP. In such a case, Cinque (1993) suggests that they be projected in a hierarchical order corresponding to quality, size, shape and nationality.
Let us consider the example in 15: (14) a) Mw-arȋ û-mû-thongi, û-mû-raja, û-mû-tuune, mû-Uganda Earlier in the introduction, we noted that Kȋȋtharaka has to forms of expressing association. We have already looked at one of them; the ordinal association. The other form of association expresses possessive relationship between the referent NPs. We termed it the possessive association. If present in the structure, the possessive association follows the adjective, achieving the order; N>DEM>POSS>QUA>ORD.ASS>ADJ>POSS.ASS. Let us study the following example: 
9-goat 9-those 9-those 9-mine 9-of first 9-red
ci-a Borona i-ra ci-a-gûr-ir-w-e i-rȋkû?
9-of Boran 9-that 9-Pr-buy-PerSM-cAU-fv 9-which?
'Which first two red Boran goats of mine that were bought?' There is, notably, something peculiar in structure (b). The presence of the demonstrative in between the noun and the relative clause seem to cause ungrammaticality. However, when the possessive baakwa is placed in between the demonstrative and the relative clause, as in (c) the resultant structure is grammatical. We can, therefore, conclude that positioning the relative clause immediately after the demonstrative in Kȋȋtharaka is untenable.
A CLOSE LOOK AT OTHER BANTU LANGUAGES

Multiple Modification and N-Raising in Kikamba
Mbuvi (2005) investigates the syntax of Kikamba noun modification and observes the language allows co-occurrence of determiners through creation of specifier positions within the DP matrix, as proposed by Abney (1987) . This gives room for demonstratives, possessives and quantifiers to coexist within the same DP structure. To achieve the correct word order in the language, N moves through head positions of agreement phrases within the DP and settles at D. The two cases are illustrated in structure 20: b) Tu-lamu t-uu tu-akwa tu-onthe tu-tatu tu-iyu 13-pens 13.AGR-these 13.AGR.mine 13.AGR.all 13.AGR.three 13.AGR.black 'All these three black pens of mine' (Mbuvi, 2005: p88)
Flexible Ordering in Kikuyu, Ekegusii and Mashami
Just like in Kîîtharaka, the D position in Kikuyu can be occupied by the determiner, the possessive or the quantifier. 8 Similarly, Kikuyu allows a flexible order of modifiers. Any of the three determiners follow the noun depending on how closely it can be associated with the noun (Njagi, 1997). In Ekegusii, it is possible for the three determiners to post-modify the noun. In this scenario, they occur in the order; demonstrative, possessive, quantifier (Mose, 2012) . Just like in Kîîtharaka, Ekegusii noun modification is typically post-nominal. The only instance that the DP allows pre-modification of the noun is in case of a distributive determiner (inform of a quantifier). A similar case is observed in Mashami, a dialect of a west-Kilimanjaro language spoken in Tanzania. The demonstrative and the possessive occur immediately after the noun and no other modifier can intervene between the two determiners (Rugemalira, 2012)
Cross-linguistic Variation in Determiner Positions
We stated earlier in the introduction, that existing literature on order of modifiers show there is room for departure from the basic ordering associated with Bantu languages. There is evidence of determiner taking different positions across the Bantu languages (cf.Luselelo,2009). In Ngoni (N12), the demonstrative comes last in the string of other elements after the possessive, adjective and quantifier respectively. In Swahili, the demonstrative comes after the possessive and the adjective respectively, while in Basaa (A43), the possessive can appear in two optional positions: pre-nominal or post-nominal, but immediately after the noun. Interestingly, Lusekelo (2009) citing Mous (2003) shows that Nen (A44), a language spoken in Cameroon has only the adjective and a connective relative, as its modifiers of the noun. This shows a sharp deviation from other Bantu languages. The orders with varying positions of determiners are presented in the table that follows: 
SUMMARY
This paper argues that the order of modifiers in Kîîtharaka corresponds to the general order of modifiers in other languages like English, but with parametric variations, resulting from the fact that Kîîtharaka exhibits post-nominal modification. Through the principle of movement, however, Kîîtharaka sets its order of modifiers from the underlying structure.
Additionally, Kîîtharaka has a neutral order of modifiers, realized as N> DEM> POSS> QUA> ORD.ASS> ADJ> POSS.ASS> REL.CLAUSE> INTER. Any change from this order may be attributed to the fact that some modifiers may be given focus, appearing before those in the neutral order, to achieve emphasis.
